As of January 1, 2024 Semiconductor Components Industries, LLC and/or its affiliates own trademarks which are registered or pending in the United States and/or various foreign countries including the words onsemi, ON, ON Semi, ON Semiconductor and the following logos.

† The following list comprises other registered trademarks.

Chinese Characters pronounced "AN SUN MEI", APTINA, AXSEM, BELASIGNA, DUAL COOL, ECOSPARK, EZAIO, FAIRCHILD, FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, FRFET, GT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES, MWSAVER, OPTOPLANAR, POWERTRENCH, SENSEFET, SPM, SUPERFET, TINYBOOST, TMOS, and TRUECURRENT.

The following list comprises common law trademarks.

AnyLevel, A-Pix, A-PixHS, Clarity+, DR-Pix, EasyPRO, ECLinPS, ECLinPS Lite, ECLinPS MAX, ECLinPS Plus, ecoSpin, ecoSwitch, eDR, eHDR, FLEXMOS, FOUNDROYPLUS, FPS, FULLPAK, GigaComm, GreenBridge, Green FPS, Green FPS e-Series, Hayabusa, HighQ, Hyperlux, Imaging Everywhere, IntelliMAX, I2BGA, LFPak, MatrixCam, MicroFET, MicroPak, MicroPak2, MillerDrive, MiniGate, NOCAP, ON-Demand, OptoHiT, onsemi, Pandion, Power Supply WebDesigner, RHYTHM, SIGNAKLARA, Soft-Skip, STEALTH, Strata Developer Studio, Struix, SuperPD, SUPERSOT, SyncFET, TCPak, ThermalTrak, TinyPower, Ultra FRFET UniFET and VE-Trac.

‡ onsemi periodically updates and maintains this listing of trademarks and registered trademarks. This list of onsemi trademarks and registered trademarks is intended to provide notice of the primary word attribute of each trademark right and may not provide each and every logo or stylization associated with such primary word attribute. In the event that a name, logo, or a claim to font/color/style is not listed here, this does not constitute a waiver of any Intellectual Property Rights that onsemi or its subsidiaries has established in any of its product, feature, or service names or logos. Additionally, please note that onsemi registers, or makes common law claims to other brands, product names, service or trademarks, including logos and stylization thereof, in the United States, Canada, and/or other countries and, upon request, may provide additional information concerning any particular trademark right.